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Comment on “Critical wind speed at which trees break”
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Virot et al. [E. Virot et al., Phys. Rev. E 93, 023001 (2016)] assert that the critical wind speed at which �50%
of all trees in a population break is ≈42 m/s, regardless of tree characteristics. We show that empirical data do
not support this assertion, and that the assumptions underlying the theory used by Virot et al. are inconsistent
with the biomechanics of trees.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.94.067001

Virot et al. [1] report results on (i) the breakage of brittle
rods of dry wood with various geometry and (ii) extend these
results to predict wind speeds for trunk breakage in forests.
Our comments deal with part (ii). In this part of their work
they developed minimal scaling arguments combining linear
theory of rod brittle breakage under static bending (small per-
turbations and Griffith’s criterion) with the “elastic similarity”
scaling of tree slenderness (Ref. [39] in [1]). This predicts that
the critical wind speed for trunk breakage is ≈42 m/s, with
low if any dependency on tree height and material properties.
This prediction was compared to reprocessed data from storm
Klaus (24th January, 2009). If correct, this work would have
important implications about the key factors controlling the
critical strength of trees against the wind, as well as for forest
and urban tree management (as shown by numerous reports
on [1] in the popular science and arboricultural press).

However, there are several physical and mechanical reasons
why we think that the claim of Virot et al. [1] cannot be
substantiated.

(1) Given the meteorological variability of storms and the
biological variability of trees, observations after a single storm
event do not provide a sound basis for generalization and
validation of stem breakage models. Moreover, an evaluation
of the model using the data from storm Klaus (24th January,
2009) has serious problems because only 16% of all damage in
this storm was due to trunk breakage (see Ref. [26] in [1]). Thus
Virot et al. [1] evaluated their model against an inadequate data
set. It would have been beneficial if the authors had investigated
storm damage from forests with high levels of stem breakage,
for example from the large body of data on forest wind damage
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accumulated by the plant biomechanics research community
(e.g., [2,3]).

(2) The experiments of Virot et al. [1] employed dry
wooden rods and the authors use the properties of dry wood
in their calculations. Unfortunately the material properties
of dry wood, being stiff and brittle, differ significantly from
those of green, living wood, which is more flexible and less
brittle [4]. Wood in tree stems also has a large radial variation
in mechanical properties, which is an essential adaptation of
trees living in a windy environment [5]. Therefore, Eq. (4) in
Virot et al. [1], which was derived for dry wood, cannot be
applied to the green, living wood in tree trunks.

(3) Virot et al. [1] treat the wind loads on trees as those on
tree trunks modeled as point-loaded, cylindrical nontapered
rods with uniform material properties. This model is not
consistent with the biomechanics of trees [6]. In particular,
Virot et al. [1] made the unrealistic assumption that tree trunks
are nontapered, homogeneous in composition, and entirely
pruned by high winds before stem breakage. Each of these
assumptions is unfounded; e.g., total branch pruning is a very
rare event (in the vast majority of cases a tree’s branched crown
is the major source of wind drag) [7].

(4) The conclusion reached in Virot et al. [1] depends on
the assumption of the interspecific scaling relationship H ∝
D2/3 (wherein H = height and D = trunk diameter), which
emerges from the hypothesis of elastic self-similarity [6,8].
However, elastic self-similarity is based on buckling under
self-weight, which is almost unheard of in the natural world
except in the case of extremely slender trees growing under un-
usual circumstances [9]. In addition, comparisons with broad
datasets have shown that this scaling holds true only for trees
of exceptionally tall stature, many of which emerge above the
canopy of the surrounding forest (i.e., tree champions). Specif-
ically, this scaling relationship does not hold for even-aged
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single species stands [6,10], which are typical of the maritime
pine forest dataset presented by Virot et al. [1]. Indeed, the
size, shape, and material properties of all plants including trees
are responsive to wind-induced mechanical loads during their
growth, a phenomenon called thigmomorphogenesis [11–13].
Thus, trees growing in sheltered conditions differ in height,
trunk diameter, and wood mechanical properties from their
counterparts growing in windy sites [14]; and tree form is also
influenced by the amount of competition for growing space and
by silvicultural practices [15]. Consequently, no single scaling
relationship for tree height in relationship to trunk diameter
holds true even for trees belonging to the same species.

(5) The model by Virot et al. [1] is static. However,
previous comparisons between static models and experi-
mental data have revealed that dynamic effects linked to
wind turbulence (wind gusts) cannot be neglected [16].

This led Virot et al. [1] to apply an additional “gust
factor” of 2 for the wind loading. However, wind-tunnel
and field measurements (e.g., [16]) have obtained values
many times greater than 2 (typically 6–10) and have shown
that these values depend on the ratio of tree height to tree
spacing.

These and other concerns (e.g., damage propagation dur-
ing storms [17], growth prestresses [18], and mechanical
fatigue [19]) are not compatible with the assertion of a constant
critical wind speed for tree failure. However, we do believe
that the most rapid advance in understanding the interaction
between trees and the wind will come from close collaboration
among scientists from diverse disciplines such as physics,
meteorology, biomechanics, forestry, and plant biology and
we hope our commentary on Virot et al. [1] will encourage
debate and further work on this complex subject.
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